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ALICIA REARDON FLYNN
Alvaro Obregón 117 # 1
Colonia Centro (CP 62000)
Cuernavaca, Morelos
Phone: (011-52) (777)  312-8370 (in Cuernavaca, México) 
e-mail: aliciareardon@yahoo.es

Native language: Spanish
I translate from English (fluency: 90%) into Spanish (fluency: 100%)

OBJECTIVE

To work as a translator of technical and literary texts.

SUMMARY

I have the equivalent of a Bachelors Degree in English and Literature (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Licenciatura en Lengua y Literatura Inglesa). I have ten years of experience as a translator from English to Spanish. I have done technical translations in themes such us: Administrative Procedures, Legal Contracts, Economy, Ecology, Radio Techniques and Procedures, Education, Anthropology, Statistics, Electricity, Ventilation Systems for Buildings, etc. I am the translator for the weekly run down for the daily talk show “Línea Abierta”  produced and broadcasted by Satelite Radio Bilingue, as well as some interviews and reports for the daily newscast “Noticiero Latino”. I have written several book reviews in Spanish, which have been published in different cultural supplements. I have done some interviews and reports for Radio Bilingüe’s newscast, Noticiero Latino. 

EXPERIENCE

(October 2001-May 2002)
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (Mexico’s National Autonomous University), Permanent Seminar of Literary Translations, of the Facultad de Filosofía y Letras. (faculty of philosophy and literature). I collaborated in the edition of a bilingual anthology of Irish poetry.

(1996 - present time)
Tlatolli Ollin (A translator’s agency)

Translation of different texts, among them: Sociological and Educational Studies, interviews to scientist, investigations about ventilation systems for buildings, about economy, the electric industry, legal and labor contracts etc. 

(1996 - present time)
KSJV, Radio Bilingüe

I work for Radio Bilingüe, a Latino public radio network, translating the weekly programming of  Línea Abierta. I also translate the advertising material for their two annual festivals (The Mariachi Festival and the Norteño Festival). In 1995 I collaborated in the translation of the book Audiocraft: An Introduction to the Tools and Techniques of Audio Production, by Randy Thom.

(1993-1994)
Faction Films

Transcription, translation and correction of the script for a film documentary about Oaxacan immigrants in California.  “Oaxacalifornia” was directed by Trisha Ziff.   

(1995-1997)
Mexican Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Edition and Translation into Spanish of several articles about international politics and economy, they were published in American and English magazines such as: Time, Newsweek, The Economist, News and World Report. 

(1998-1999)
T.V. Grabaciones de Morelos

Translations of films’ scripts for subtitles and dubbing

Other areas de experience:

(1990- present time)
Free Lance Writer

I have written several book reviews in Spanish for different publications in The United States and México. (Supplement of La Opinión, a Spanish newspaper in LA, for the magazine Oriente Económico,  In Cuautla, Morelos; for the magazine Nueva Era, in New York; for Mala Vida, in Cuernavaca, México; and for the cultural supplement of the newspaper La Jornada)
 
(1984-1985)
IX International Forest Congress.
Selecting films for the movie festival, using English to communicate with the different participants; I had also translated the information brochures from English to Spanish. 

(1986-1989) 
California School for the Blind, Freemont, CA.
Assistant in Special Education for blind children: 

(1990-1992) 
Hope for the Children (a program that offered legal advise to immigrant unaccompanied children) 
Administrative Assistant. 
Interviewing the children in Spanish, to explain them their rights and, when the case required it, to translate their declarations to complete their asylum applications. I also worked in family reunification. 


EDUCATION

1975
Graduated from High School. “Nuestra Señora del Lourdes”, Buenos Aires, Argentina.  

(1999-2003)
Mexico’s National Autonomous University (faculty of philosophy and literature)
I obtained a title equivalent to a Bachelor’s Degree in English Language and Literature. 

Workshops: 

1992- A radio production workshop, imparted by Elena Rodrigo in El Centro, California, USA.

1993- A creative writing workshop that instructed us how to write scripts for radio. This workshop was imparted by the professor Enrique Velazco. 

Awards:

1996 – Special Mention for “Para que vivir duela menos”, “so that living hurts less” a radio art production done in collaboration with Raúl Silva. This production is about medicinal plants and was presented in the First Biennial of Radio Productions, in México City. 

References: Available upon request.


